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ABSTRACT 

Diabetes mellitus is a group of metabolic disorder which has affected hundreds of millions of people. There have 

been plenty of researches about diabetes detection, which are mostly based on the Pima Indian diabetes data set. The 

identification of diabetes is of great significance, concerning its harsh complications. In this paper, we are dealing 
with most popular techniques Deep Neural Network, Support Vector Machine, used to identify diabetes. In this we 

are comparing the accuracy of each classifier over several ways of data preprocessors and therefore we modify the 

parameters to improve their accuracy. We also examine the significance between each feature with the classification 

result. 
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I. INTRODUCTION                   
 
Diabetes is a group of metabolic diseases in which a person has high blood sugar due to problems processing or 

producing insulin. Glucose is what the body uses for energy, and the pancreas produces a hormone called insulin 

that helps convert the glucose from the food you eat into energy. When the body does not produce enough insulin or 

does not produce any at all the glucose does not reach your cells to be used for energy. This results in diabetes. 

Diabetes can affect people of any age or any gender. It can affect people with any lifestyle. It leads to high blood 

sugar, together with some symptoms including frequent urination, increased thirst, increased hunger and weight loss. 

A comprehensive exploration to the most popular techniques (e.g. DNN (Deep Neural Network), SVM (Support 

Vector Machine), etc.) used to identify diabetes and data preprocessing methods. Basically, these techniques are 

used to get accuracy by performing cross-validation on the Pima Indian data set. Comparing to the previous work, a 

comprehensive study is made containing a number of common techniques used to diabetes identification, intending 

to compare their performance and find the best one among them. Through the experiment, there is a comparison of 

several common and data preprocessors for each of the classifiers used, and find the best preprocessor respectively. 
Then compare these to reach their approximate maximum accuracy, and particularly analyze how to modify the 

parameters in DNN (Deep Neural Network). At last, analyze the relevance of each feature with the classification 

result, and this will help to modify the data set in future studies. 
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Figure: 

 

Fig.1 System Architecture 

 

II. OTHER SECTIONS  
 

Related Work 
The research about using machine learning technique to identify J. W. Smith and his cooperators published a paper 

about using a so-called ’ADAP’ algorithm to identify diabetes. They use the Indian Pima data set of diabetes onset 

of women as their training and testing data, and the accuracy of their algorithm is about 76%. Though the result it 

made was not the best, it has inspired many researchers to apply machine learning technique to the identification of 

diseases like diabetes. Many great results have been made using various algorithms. They especially focused on 

adopting the algorithm on some particular input data and reached 84.7% on the identified inputs. Kayaer’s team used 

GRNN technique to identify diabetes. They discussed how to build the network and had a similar result as Gail A. 

The technique Kayaer used was much simplified compared to Gail’s, but it was still a complex one regard to the 
scale of the data set. From all those researches we can see that they all explored diabetes identification through one 

particular method, and modified and improved it to its best or approximate best. The purpose of our research is to 

explore a bunch of common machine learning techniques for diabetes identification, and compare them 

comprehensively. 

 

This system is useful for early prediction of diabetes. The user who will use this system needs to first register into 

the system. The details will be stored into the database. After registration the user will login into the system. Now 

the user will enter the details like age, gender etc which is mentioned in the dataset which we are using. The dataset 

used in the system for machine training is Pima Indian dataset. For prediction support vector machine and DNN 

algorithm is used. Dataset is trained in the form of .arff file. After prediction the system will provide the solutions 

according the prediction. The system takes input as the attributes, Support Vector Machine (SVM) is a supervised 

machine learning algorithm which can be used for both classification and regression challenges. However, it is 
mostly used in classification problems. The algorithm plots the each data item as a point in n-dimensional space with 

the value of each feature being the value of a particular coordinate. Then, the classification is performed by finding 

the hyper-plane that distinguishes the two classes very well. DNN is deep neural network which we are using in the 

system for classification purpose. The DNN is based on neural network. In that there are layers which are made 
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of nodes. A node is a place where calculation happens, loosely patterned on a neuron in the human brain, which fires 

when it encounters sufficient stimuli. Here we are taking attributes as age, pregnancy, glucose, blood pressure, 
insulin, BIM and diabetes pedigree functions which are nothing but the nodes. In the DNN a node combines input 

from the data with a set of coefficients, or weights that either amplify or dampen that input, thereby assigning 

significance to inputs for the task the algorithm is trying to learn. These input-weight products are summed and the 

sum is passed through a node’s so-called activation function, to determine whether and to what extent that signal 

progresses further through the network to affect the ultimate outcome, say, an act of classification. 

 

III. RESULT & DISCUSSION 
 

Result will displayed after the classification is done by two algorithms (SVM and DNN). And the final prediction is 
obtained after the comparison is carried out between the algorithms. This prediction obtained is displayed as the 

final result of diabetes by the system, which is “You have been predicted with: Diabetes/ no diabetes.” 

 

Mathematical Model: 

Mathematical model set theory S= {s, e, X, Y, Φ} 

S = Start of the program 

1. Register/Login into the system 

2. Provide Dataset (Diabetes Health care Data using ARFF File). 

E = End of the program 

Identify the Diabetes Patient Detection 

X = Input of the program= {P, R, Q, Y} 
P = ARFF Data 

R = Attribute Data File (Pregnancies, Glucose, Blood Pressure, Skin Thickness, 

Insulin, BMI , Pedigree Function, Age) 

Q = Total Number of Classification & Accuracy (Using SVM, DNN Algorithm.) 

Y = Output of program = Diabetes Predication Yes Or No 

First, users provide data and system work on ARFF File Using Given Algorithm.  

Let R be the set of User Data 

D = {D1, D2, D3... ........Dn} 

Let A be the set of categories Dataset (Attribute)  

Therefore, 

T = {T1, T2, T3...,......... An} 

 
Overall Data is evaluated with the help of these SVM AND DNN Algorithm which basically represents Diabetes 

Disease. 

 

IV. CONCLUSION  
 

We have implemented diabetes prediction system with machine learning algorithm(SVM& DNN) and compare their 

accuracy rate with train data and test data. We observed that with DNN the system provide more accurate prediction.  
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